CLASS 2

6 TH - ELEMENTARY

MISS LIZETTE ALIAGA

Hello dear student!! For this class, you need your student`s book, your dictionary and your pencil case.
You will learn about London. You will practice reading comprehension and reinforce vocabulary. Let`s start!!

TOPIC: Unit 1
INSTRUCTIONS: Before you read, match the pictures to their names. Let’s see how much you know about
London.
Big Ben – Guard – Tower Bridge – London Eye – Double decker bus – Buckingham Palace – Telephone box

TOPIC: Reading “London the world in one city” Unit 1 page 11
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the text in your book (page 11) and complete the concept map below.

He is from………………………………………. so he is Polish.

She is from Yemen so she is ………………………………..

He studies in ……………………………………

Her best friend is ………………………………………….

In his school there are ……………. nationalities.

She likes there are different ……………………………..

There are classes in French ………………………..,

and races in London.

………………………….., …………………………. and
………………………………….
Mandarin is the language of the …………………………….
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TOPIC: Vocabulary
INSTRUCTIONS:
 Complete the activity WORD CHECK which is in your book page 11 (at the bottom on the right). Use
the words in yellow from the text.
 Complete the sentences below with the same vocabulary words.

culture
- race
–
reputation

-

cosmopolitan

–

deli

–

originally

– mix

– population

1. Since we have people from other countries, we also have some _____________________ where
foreign people can find their typical food.
2. My family and I live in Talca but we are originally from _________________________
3. Most people are able to ________________________ with others from other countries and cultures.
That’s tolerance.
4. I would like __________________ wouldn’t be a reason to separate people. Who cares about your skin
color? We are all humans.
5. My friend and I have a good ______________________ in the school. We don’t get sevens all the time
but we pay attention and participate a lot in class.
6. Now I understand __________________________ is for example a city which has a lot of people from
different places around the world.
7. Great part of the __________________________ of London comes from outside the United Kingdom.
8. People say our traditions, way of thinking and ________________________ will change along the
years. We are integrating aspects from countries like Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela, Peru and Haiti.

 What activity was the most difficult to carry out?
 How did you manage to finish it?
 Tell me one new thing you remember and use
it in a sentence.

